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Abstract

Data fragmentation and replication schemes play an important role in making parallel and transactional databases scalable and reliable. Existing data schemes generally assume a trusted environment where a node may fail, but no node will act adversely. Here, we present our vision for RLShard, a reinforcement learning-powered fragmentation and replication scheme for transactional databases in Byzantine environments capable of adapting to dynamic workloads. We first describe the implications of Byzantine environments on data fragmentation schemes. Then, we explore two different system architectures for RLShard: a centralized architecture that relies on a trusted administrative domain and a fully decentralized architecture that uses collaborative reinforcement learning. Based on our first-cut design, we outline open research challenges towards our vision of adaptive fault-tolerant sharded databases.

1. Introduction

Distributed systems rely on fault-tolerant protocols to provide robustness and high availability [1, 2, 3, 4, 5, 6, 7]. While trusted cloud systems (e.g., Google’s Spanner [3], Amazon’s Dynamo [4], Facebook’s Tao [5]) rely on crash fault-tolerant (CFT) protocols, e.g., Paxos [8], to establish consensus, trust-free systems (e.g., blockchains [9, 10, 11, 12, 13, 14, 15], lock servers [16], certificate authority systems [17]) must use Byzantine fault-tolerant (BFT) protocols to cope with untrustworthy infrastructure.

Both CFT and BFT consensus protocols incur higher latency when more nodes are involved. Thus, trusted (e.g., [3, 18, 19]) and trust-free (e.g., [20, 21, 22]) systems fragment their data into shards, and each shard is replicated on multiple nodes with the goal of minimizing the number of cross-node transactions.

Approaches like SWORD [23] and Schism [24] find optimal data fragmentations via hypergraph partitioning with edges as transactions and tuples as vertices. A cut of the hypergraph into n pieces that breaks as few edges as possible while keeping each piece small enough to fit on a single node represents an optimal solution.

Unfortunately, what was optimal yesterday may not be optimal today: as workloads drift and new data is added, previously-optimal fragmentation schemes can become arbitrarily poor. Several studies [25, 26] thus solve the problem in an adaptive way, moving data between fragments, and moving fragments between nodes, in an online fashion, many are designed for analytical OLAP [27, 28] workloads and might not effectively adapt to transactional OLTP applications that frequently experience unpredictable demand shifts [26]. To the best of our knowledge, none of these adaptive approaches consider Byzantine environments [29, 30, 31]. Byzantine environments bring a number of specific complications to the data fragmentation problem:

BFT vs. CFT Scalability. While all fragmentation schemes designed for transactional DBMSes hope to minimize the number of cross-shard transactions, the cost of a cross-shard transaction is significantly higher in an adversarial context. A round of Paxos [8] consensus amongst n nodes requires $O(n)$ messages, but a round of (for example) PBFT [32] requires $O(n^2)$ messages. As a result, special care must be taken to avoid the quadratic cost of excessive cross-node transactions.

Special constraints on replication. A traditional distributed transactional database may choose to replicate data fragments in order to prevent data loss: to survive f nodes failing, data must be replicated $2f+1$ times. In a Byzantine environment, data must be replicated a minimum of $3f+1$ times in order to tolerate adversarial nodes. Additionally, a non-Byzantine system may label certain replicas as "primary" or "secondary", allowing transactions to only write changes to the "primary" replica. Such a strategy is not possible in a Byzantine environment: all nodes must participate in every transaction to ensure no adversarial node lies to the client.

Non-trustworthy data. Traditional fragmented databases can accurately observe nodes required for each transaction. In a Byzantine environment, adversarial nodes could lie about a cross-node transaction to induce
a particular fragmentation scheme. For example, an adversarial node could report that a set of tuples are never accessed together, causing a naïve fragmentation scheme to separate those tuples onto multiple nodes, potentially causing a denial-of-service attack.

This paper presents our initial design of RLShard, a scalable distributed database system capable of tolerating Byzantine faults and adapting to dynamic workloads. We aim to develop a machine learning-based mechanism for optimizing shard assignments to nodes, based on workload characteristics, to maximize system performance.

We explore two system architectures to achieve this goal. The first is a centralized architecture with a trusted learner, assuming that the learning agent and the transaction router are within a trusted Administrative Domain (AD) [33, 34, 35], immune to attacks. It uses a centralized architecture for shard allocation decisions, ensuring Byzantine fault tolerance. The second is fully decentralized, with no trusted components, and using collaborative reinforcement learning (CRL). This architecture aims to overcome reliance on a central entity by enabling node collaboration. Through reinforcement learning (RL), nodes collectively determine shard allocation to optimize performance, triggering resharding when needed, and enhancing resilience and adaptability without external intervention.

Our contributions comprise RLShard’s design, exploration of two architectures for sharding assignments, and development of adaptive and fault-tolerant mechanisms to optimize performance. By addressing the limitations of existing solutions, RLShard aims to provide an effective sharding assignment strategy for distributed databases, capable of withstanding Byzantine attacks and dynamically adjusting to changing workloads.

2. RLShard

RLShard is designed for an asynchronous network consisting of a set of servers. We assume that the cluster’s total storage capacity is at least $3f + 1$ times the database size for Byzantine fault tolerance, and while any server can experience adversarial faults, at most $f$ might fail concurrently. All client requests are equally important; i.e., if a client is adversarial, we still need to accurately answer their valid queries.

Section 2.1 describes the grouped data layout used by RLShard which can tolerate Byzantine failures and mitigates the performance impact of adversarial clients. Section 2.2 describes RLShard’s hypergraph-based model for finding fragmentation strategies.

2.1. Data layout & fault tolerance

Traditional distributed database systems may replicate different fragments on different nodes, allowing each node to hold a unique combination of data. Thus, one could design a replication strategy with $k = 4$ replicas of each tuple such that no query ever needs to synchronize with more than $\frac{k}{2}$ “primary” nodes. In a Byzantine context, a client accessing a particular tuple must communicate directly with all active nodes containing that tuple. In the worst case, an adversarial client might need consensus from the entire cluster, referred to as “Flat” layout. To alleviate this worst-case scenario, we sacrifice some flexibility in the replication strategy. In RLShard, we create groups of $3f + 1$ nodes that each contain the exact same set of data. Now, if a client must commit a transaction that touches every node, the client can use a two-phase commit strategy: first, a prepare message is sent to each group of $3f + 1$ nodes. If all groups can commit, the client issues a commit message to each group. Within each group, a BFT algorithm is used to ensure an adversarial node cannot interfere with the transaction. We refer to this layout as “Grouped”.

This approach might compromise consistency if a node group fails between sending a prepare message and the final commit. But the scalability benefits are significant – Figure 1 shows the worst-case (all nodes involved in a transaction) throughput for the “Grouped” and “Flat” layouts. While the “Grouped” layout shows higher variance than the “Flat” layout, the “Grouped” layout has significantly better throughput for larger cluster sizes.

In RLShard, an agent uses RL for adaptive partitioning and directs client transactions via a router. The experimental setup for Figure 1 used a simulated distributed system on Linode’s 16-vCPU Dedicated instance with an AMD EPYC 7713 64-Core Processor and 32 GB RAM, implemented using Python over TCP.

2.2. Data Layout and Partitioning

To partition data, we leverage hypergraph partitioning techniques [23, 24, 36] where data are represented as a hypergraph. Nodes within the hypergraph represent individual data fragments, and hyperedges represent relationships or dependencies between different data elements. The hypergraph partitioning algorithm considers data locality, cost, and balance to optimize partitioning, aiming to maximize parallelism and scalability by re-
producing cross-shard transactions. At runtime, as system parameters change (e.g., change in network conditions or percentage of cross-shard transactions), RLShard will reshard data in the presence of performance degradation—a task that will be performed via RL.

2.3. Byzantine Fault Tolerance

RLShard handles both internal and cross-shard transactions. An internal transaction accesses records within the same data shard, replicated on nodes of same cluster. Nodes within the same cluster need to run a consensus protocol to agree on the order of internal transactions. Unlike prior work on adaptive data sharding, RLShard aims to tolerate Byzantine failures, i.e., the sharding algorithm must be resilient against malicious attacks by faulty nodes. Byzantine protocols use $3f + 1$ nodes, with $f$ as the max malicious nodes; RLShard adopts PBFT but is agnostic to the BFT consensus protocol. A cross-shard transaction, on the other hand, accesses records across multiple data shards, using the Two-Phase Commit (2PC) protocol [37] across clusters and PBFT within.

3. Centralized Architecture

In this section, we present an initial centralized architecture design for RLShard, consisting of a centralized router and learning agent, as shown in Figure 2. We assume that the centralized components operate within a trusted environment, ensuring protection against attacks [18].

RLShard has three components: (i) A transaction router directing client requests and consulting the shard catalog, (ii) A learning agent deciding when to reshard, and (iii) Clusters storing shards with fault tolerance. Data in clusters is replicated $3f + 1$ times (where $f$ denotes maximum faulty nodes), with consensus protocols for synchronization.

3.1. Learning Problem and Formulation

We choose RL for sharding assignments instead of heuristics like SWORD [23] and Schism [24] because heuristics often fail to capture the dynamic nature of distributed database systems. RL, on the other hand, can handle the dynamic nature of cross-shard transactions and vary costs associated with edge weights in different scenarios [38, 39]. RL offers inherent adaptability and learning capabilities, allowing the agent to autonomously learn and adapt its behavior based on system performance and feedback. This facilitates informed decisions about when to initiate resharding, considering workload patterns, data distribution, and cluster size. The learning problem can be formulated as:

**State:** $S_t$ denotes current and new optimal partitioning, considering fragments to be moved, data volume, and hypergraph cut quality differences.

**Action:** Action $A_t$ is a binary decision, dictating the initiation of resharding by moving the identified fragments. It considers the proposed fragment movements and other shard proposals in the state. An acceptance decision will prompt the specified fragment movements, while a rejection will retain the present partitioning scheme.

**Reward:** The reward function $R_t$ gauges resharding assesses resharding advantages in terms of system throughput and latency improvements. It accounts for the cost of resharding, balancing the overhead and potential gains against the expenses of moving data fragments between shards. Though a direct comparison of overhead, resharding cost, and performance gains is not feasible, we presume a linear weighting function $\alpha_n$ that maps all of these parameters together, learning from runtime data:

$$R_t(S_t, A_t) = \alpha_1 \cdot G_t - \alpha_2 \cdot C_t - \alpha_3 \cdot O_t$$

where:

- $G_t$ is potential gains from throughput and latency.
- $C_t$ denotes the resharding-related costs, calculated by the data volume (in megabytes) required to be moved.
- $O_t$ signifies the overhead incurred from resharding, computed by the number of shards involved.
- $\alpha_n$ is a linear weighting factor learned from experimentation, employed to combine these parameters. It is adaptable to different trade-offs in the system.

Using this reward function, the learning agent is incentivized to reshard when anticipated benefits surpass costs, effectively balancing immediate costs against long-term performance gains. The agent aims to learn an optimal policy $\pi(a|s)$, which determines the action to be taken given a particular state. Through ongoing interaction with the environment and reward-driven feedback, the agent iteratively refines its policy to maximize cumulative expected rewards over time.

The centralized architecture, however, has two drawbacks. First, there is a single point of failure. If the learning system or the transaction router experienced failures or becomes compromised (in the absence of trusted hardware), it can significantly impact the performance and reliability of the entire system. Second, the centralized nature may introduce scalability limitations as the system grows in terms of workload and network size.
4. Decentralized Architecture

We propose a decentralized learning architecture using collaborative reinforcement learning (CRL) to address the limitations inherent in the centralized architecture. This design eliminates trusted components, distributing decision-making across clusters.

Traditional RL algorithms tend to optimize for individual rewards, leading to convergence at trivial equilibrium points [40, 41]. In contrast, our decentralized approach promotes cooperation amongst shards to maximize the system’s collective reward. Through CRL, agents adjust their strategies to efficiently distribute fragments among shards, optimizing database performance [42].

In our decentralized configuration (Figure 3), the client sends requests to each cluster. Clusters with the relevant fragments respond, eliminating the need for a centralized router. Each cluster features its own learning agent, which collaborates through CRL. These agents exchange insights and refine decisions based on local feedback, ensuring efficient fragment distribution.

4.1. Learning Problem and Formulation

The goal is collective training for optimal fragment assignments. To formulate this, we define local components for each learner:

- **State**: Represents fragments within the agent’s local shard and others.
- **Action**: Agents propose fragment exchanges to other shards and decide on the acceptance or rejection of proposals received from other shards. The collaborative decision-making process involves identifying beneficial exchanges for the entire system.
- **Reward**: The reward is analogous to the centralized architecture but the decentralized approach presents two complications: firstly, in a decentralized setting, each node must act independently to lower the global function, unlike the centralized case where a global solution can be computed. Secondly, the agents know the throughput of the queries on their node but lack knowledge of others’ throughput resulting in differences in mechanisms and input outputs, unlike the centralized architecture.

Learning agents across shards iteratively interact for rewards, updating policies to maximize cumulative expected rewards based on cluster observations. Through CRL, agents collaborate for efficient shard fragment distribution. The ultimate objective is optimizing system throughput, minimizing latency, and enhancing overall database performance by learning the optimal fragment movement strategies.

4.2. Open Research Challenges

**To centralize or to distribute?** Our first-cut solution requires clients to either deploy a transaction router or broadcast requests to all shards. The former may not be feasible for large datasets (not to mention cloud providers are unlikely to expose data placement to clients), while a broadcast-based approach may add significant overhead in the presence of a large number of shards. One possibility is a hybrid approach, where the transaction router remains centralized, while the learning and monitoring are decentralized (i.e., each shard runs its own learning agent). Such a hybrid approach may achieve a good balance between security and performance.

**Cooperative RL with local rewards:** Traditional cooperative RL presumes a universal reward. For example, three robots might collaborate in order to win a game against humans, and each robot has access to objective information about the score of the game. In our setting, each shard has access to a “local” reward signal, the number of cross-shard transactions that one particular shard was involved with. Adapting these algorithms to a system’s context will require careful research to maintain the theoretical benefits of prior work.

**Exploration and exploitation in an adversarial environment.** A major downside to using RL for systems is the need for exploration: the algorithm must test unknown policies that have the potential to be good or bad. Balancing exploration and exploitation in an adversarial environment is even more difficult than in non-adversarial domains, since a smart attacker may try to induce exploration into particularly bad parts of the policy space. We plan to explore techniques to mitigate these attacks, as well as come up with techniques that allow us to balance exploration and exploitation.

5. Conclusion

We present our initial design of RLShard, an adaptive, Byzantine fault-tolerant sharded database, proposing both centralized and decentralized architectural solutions. While the centralized architecture relies on a trusted administrative domain to learn optimal sharding, in the decentralized architecture, different clusters communicate with each other to learn the best sharding layout through collaborative reinforcement learning. We laid out our research plan, open research challenges that we aim to tackle.
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